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A combination of face-to-face and distance phases in longer lasting teacher trainings
is said to foster professional development. Yet, little is known about ways to link these
two phases effectively. The poster gives insights into the work of a professional
learning community (PLG) of the German Center for Mathematics Teacher Education
(DZLM) that investigates practical examples in this context. The aim is to identify and
describe quality criteria for linking tasks.
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The German Center for Mathematics Teacher Education (DZLM) is an organization
providing teacher training in mathematics. Among others, special Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) courses for multipliers and in-service teachers are
offered. These are based on six design principles identified as relevant for effective
CPD (cf. Barzel & Selter 2015). The favored structural framework for these courses is
the sandwich-model which combines alternating input with practical try-outs and
reflection phases throughout the whole course (cf. Rösken-Winter et al. 2015). This
type of training combines at least a sequence of two face-to-face sessions and an
intermediate distance phase (see Fig. 1.).
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Figure 1: Sandwich-model of two face-to-face sessions and an intermediate distance
phase (cf. DZLM 2015b, p. 4, translated by the authors)

Compared to one-day courses with only one face-to-face session, it can be expected
that teacher training courses lasting several days could in general have positive effects
on the level of acceptance as well as on the level of knowledge and beliefs (cf. Lipowski
2011). Thus, the altering between presence and distance phases can be identified as an
essential aspect for the quality of teacher training (cf. DZLM 2015).

With regard to the conception and implementation of teacher trainings it can be noted
that an effective link between face-to-face input and practical try-outs in the distance
phases can be particularly challenging. Due to a lack of research in this field, a
professional learning community (PLG) has been established to work on this topic in
the context of the DZLM. The aim is on the one hand to investigate exemplary linking
tasks connecting face-to-face and distance phases, on the other hand quality criteria of
these linking-tasks shall be derived. With these aims in mind the following questions
will guide an exploratory research:
- Which characteristics should linking tasks have?
- How should linking tasks be introduced in order to motivate participants?
- How could the participants’ experiences with linking tasks be reflected and
how could these experiences be integrated in the whole training course?
For this purpose, different methodological approaches were pursued: Linking tasks
were analyzed, teacher trainings were observed and a questionnaire was developed and
as well used.
The poster will present guiding questions, the research concept and the developed
methods. Based on that, first key findings are presented and design ideas for further
research will be discussed.
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